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Abstract
This paper describes thhe design of the new 12 GeV
Upgrade Perrsonnel Safetyy System (PS
SS) at the Thhomas
Jefferson Naational Accellerator Faciliity (TJNAF). The
new PSS design
d
is bassed on the implementatio
i
on of
systems deesigned to meet internnational standards
IEC61508 and
a
IEC 615511 for proggrammable safety
s
systems. In order to meeet the IEC standards, TJJNAF
engineers evvaluated several SIL 3 Saafety PLCs before
b
deciding onn an optimall architecturee. In additioon to
hardware considerations, software quaality standardss and
practices muust also be connsidered. Finallly, we will diiscuss
R&D that may
m lead to both
b
high saffety reliabilityy and
high machinee availability that may be applicable
a
to future
f
accelerators such as the IL
LC.

INTROD
DUCTION
N AND BAC
CKGROUN
ND
The Jefferson Lab CEBAF Accelerattor 12GeV upggrade
will double the energy of
o the presentt accelerator. The
project will also add a foourth experim
mental Hall D (See
Fig. 1). Thee new safety systems
s
for thhe Tagger andd Hall
D facilities will
w be based on IEC standdard safety syystem
implementatiion using certified safety PL
LCs.

ure 2: Relatioonship betweeen IEC61508
8 and sectorr
Figu
specific standards.

Safeety Integrityy Levels (SIL
ILs)

Figuure 1: Jeffersonn Lab 12 GeV
V Upgrade.
The two primary stanndards in usse today aree the
IEC61508
of
series
“Functional
safety
electrical/electronic/prograammable ellectronic saafetyrelated system
ms” and the ANSI/ISA
A
S884.00.01/IEC661511
series “Safeety instrumennted systems for the prrocess
industry secttor”. Figure 2 shows the relationship bettween
the standardss.
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The IEC standarrds give requuirements for managing a
safetty system ovver its entire lifecycle. A major themee
intro
oduced in the IEC 61508 standard is th
he concept off
Safety Integrity Levels
L
(SILs)). Safety inttegrity is thee
prob
bability that a safety system
m will perform
m an intendedd
safetty function ovver a given perriod of time [2
2]. A SIL is a
perfo
ormance requuirement for a given saffety functionn
perfo
ormed by a saafety system. It is specified
d in terms of a
num
mber from onee to four bassed on either the requiredd
averaage probabilitty of unsafe ffailures on deemand PFDavgg
or an
n unsafe failuure rate λD(t). SIL 1 is the lowest safetyy
integ
grity level witth a target PFD
Davg between 10-1 and 10-2;
SIL 4 is the higheest with a PFD
Davg between 10-4 and 10-5.
The requirementss for SIL in terms of failu
ure per hour,,
λD(t)), may be obtaained by multiiplying PFDavvg by 10-4; e.g..
the lower
l
limit off SIL 1 expresssed in failurees per hour iss
1x10
0-5 hr-1.
Thhe standards uuse the concept of SILs too
estab
blish a gradedd approach to the requiremeents for safetyy
systeem design, implementatio
i
on, and manaagement; thee
high
her the SIL, thee more rigorouus the requireements.

Systtems Engineeering Apprroach
Th
he IEC 165088/16511 standdards in and of
o themselvess
do not provide a sufficienttly rigorous process forr
manaaging the deevelopment pproject for an
n acceleratorr
safetty system. The safety sstandards are designed too
prov
vide requiremeents specificallly for a safety
y system withh
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the presumption that other processes and mitigations are
in place. In order to establish context for the 12GeV
safety systems, the SSG is adopting ISO/IEC15288
systems engineering and ISO/IEC12207 software systems
lifecycle standards.
Key processes discussed in
IEC15288 are [3]:
• Agreement Process
• Organization/Enabling Process
• Project Process
• Technical Process
In order to integrate the IEC 61511 standards compliance
in to the 12 GeV PSS upgrade project, specific safety
lifecycle steps were incorporated in to the project
management plan as deliverables. This approach also
ensured resources were identified and funded for the
process.

COMPLIANCE WITH IEC61511
In order to comply with IEC61511, one must show
compliance with the requirements of clause 5 through 19
[4]. The subject of each clause is given below:
IEC 61511 Clause # - Subject
5 – Management of Functional Safety
6 – Safety Lifecycle
7 – Verification
8 – Hazard and Risk Assessment
9 – Allocation of Safety Functions
10 – SIS Requirements Specification
11 – SIS Design and Engineering
12 – Application Software
13 – Acceptance Testing
14 – SIS Installation and Commissioning
15 – SIS Validation
16 – SIS Operation and Maintenance
17 – Modification
18 – Decommissioning
19 – Information and Documentation Technical Design
Each step of the systems design was benchmarked
against the applicable requirements. The requirements for
each phase were captured in the safety requirements
specification.
In addition to the requirements given in the standards,
the design had to consider safety functions not normally
within the context of IEC61511. For example, actions
that require human intervention such as ESTOP, are not
addressed in the standard.
These functions were
incorporated as both part of the Layer of Protection
analysis and assigned SILs.
The hazard analysis used FMEA methods to identify
credible accident events and classify them using a risk
matrix approach. The analysis captured pre mitigated
risk, safety layers, and post mitigation risk.
The
requirements for safety layers were then translated in to
safety functions in the PSS systems requirements
specification. Each safety function was analyzed for the
appropriate SIL level using several methods to benchmark
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the agreement among them. Ten safety functions were
identified with the following SIL distribution:
1
SIL 3 Functions
4
SIL 2 Functions
5
SIL 1 Functions.
The single SIL 3 function is beam transport from a beam
operations area to an access area. In this case, there is no
opportunity for avoidance or credit for alarm and warning
devices. The Risk Graph [5] approach was found to be the
best overall method for the JLab applications. A risk
graph spreadsheet function developed at JLab was used
for this purpose

SYSTEM DESIGN
An early architecture decision in the 12 GeV PSS
project was to use safety PLCs as the processing element.
Safety PLCs are designed and certified for use as part of a
given SIL safety function. They have specific design
features intended to meet the failure rate, redundancy, and
diagnostic test coverage requirements of an IEC61508
compliant system. . Although theoretically one SIL 3
safety PLC CPU is required, the Jefferson Lab design
retains a fully redundant system architecture. This was
done as a conservative measure until there is more
Jefferson Lab experience with the new technology.
The manufacturer of the PLCS for the installed CEBAF
safety system did not offer a safety PLC model. The SSG
therefore explored the options available from several
manufacturers. Models from two manufacturers were
selected for evaluation. Both models were tested for
failure modes and with JLab field hardware. Additional
criteria in the evaluation included support, programming
tools, available I/O and system performance.

Figure 3: Safety PLC Remote I/O Topology. Note: Only
one of two divisions shown.
Another basic design decision was to use a highly
distributed remote I/O architecture (see Fig. 3). In this
architecture, I/O to any field devices outside the beam
enclosure is implemented in small, low I/O count safety
modules. For example, each access room for the Tagger
and Hall D areas has a dedicated safety I/O drop.
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Likewise, there are remote safety I/O drops co-located
with other PSS segment equipment where the Hall D
exchanges hardwired signals regarding status operational
modes. This architecture avoids sending status signals
thousands of meters over copper wire.

Non-certified Equipment
The Jefferson Lab Safety Systems Group has had the
opportunity to document failure data on hundreds of
commercial and in-house components over hundreds of
thousands of hours. This information is vital in order to
qualify uncertified equipment as “proven in use” in order
to meet the IEC 61508 standard requirements. An
important factor is that the upgrade components will be
used in the same way and in the same environment as the
existing ones. In addition, all of the components were
tested with the new PLC hardware over several months
using a test stand built for this purpose.
Another consideration is the level of redundancy
required for the field devices. IEC 61511-1 clause 11.4
specifics redundancy as hardware fault tolerance – the
number of devices that may fail unsafe with the safety
function still intact. For the JLab design, the following
fault tolerance is required:
• SIL 3: FT of 2 (1oo3)
• SIL 2: FT of 1 (1oo2)
This is consistent with the number and types of devices
used in the existing system; therefore there is no major
change in the system architecture required for field
devices.

STANDARDS BASED DESIGN TO
BENCHMARK ALTERNATE
ARCHITECTURES.
Given a risk performance specification in the form of
SILs, one may investigate alternate configurations that
provide better safety and machine availability. This is
presently done at Jefferson Lab on a limited basis. The
12 GeV PSS design will incorporate some of this
experience in to a function to measure and compare the
energy settings of vertical and horizontal bend magnets in
the Tagger building. For this function, the standard
requires a 1oo2 sensor arrangement. However, by adding
one additional sensor to move to a 2oo3 voting scheme,
machine availability is increased without compromising
safety availability. The arc current and the Tagger
magnet current will be monitored with three current
sensors each. Beam energy is calculated using a 2oo3
voting algorithm for each set of sensors. The resultant
calculations are compared in the PLC logic and must
agree within better than one percent. By using a 2oo3
voting arrangement, sensors can be tested and even
replaced without shutting down the accelerator. This
arrangement is presently used in the JLab Beam Envelope
Limit System (BELS).
Conceptually, this concept can be extended to all types
of sensors such as door interlocks. This type of
arrangement, coupled with the highly distributed remote
Protection Systems
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I/O, may be beneficial to facilities requiring high
availability and/or large distances separate the access
points.
The architecture could also lend itself to
automated self test; however, even with periodic self test,
periodic proof testing (certification) is still required per
the IEC standards and accepted good practice.

CONCLUSIONS
The Jefferson Lab Safety Systems Group has
completed the design of a safety PLC based system
designed to meet the requirements of IEC standards
61508 and 61511. In addition to the safety standards,
systems engineering standards and practices were used to
establish a long term framework for both the project and
the overall system management. The design uses a highly
distributed safety architecture replace long copper cable
runs.
This architecture increases reliability while
lowering costs. The use of performance standards enables
the designer to explore alternate architectures while
maintaining or even enhancing both safety and machine
availability.
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